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How & why?
I was entering the final year of  my 
Juris Doctor and I wanted 
commercial experience along with an 
opportunity to challenge my notions 
of  law and justice in a very foreign 
legal jurisdiction. LLC generously 
supported my relocation to Vientiane 
Capital and offered training and an 
invaluable three month experience 
which opened my eyes to the 
important role legal professionals 
play in investment promotion and 
economic development in the Lao 
PDR.

The experience & 
knowledge I gained

•	 Legal	research	in	multiple	jurisdictions;	
•	 Drafted memorandums of  advice, due 
 diligence investigation reports and 
 sections on legal and regulatory 
	 compliance	for	an	IPO	prospectus;
•	 Drafted contract amendments to 
 concession, joint venture and license  
	 agreements;
•		 Market research and the creation of  
	 industry	specific	feasibility	reports;
•	 Participated	in	client	negotiations;
•		 Developed skills communicating with 
 Ministerial and Government Officials, 
 industry professionals and opposing 
	 counsel;
•		 Represented clients from China, Hong  
 Kong, South Korea, Thailand, Ireland  
 and the Lao PDR.
•		 Gained a broad knowledge of  all Lao   
 laws: Contract & Torts, Land Law, 
 Enterprise Law, Intellectual Property   
 Law, Tax Law, Mining Law, Foreign 
 Investment Promotion Law, Labour Law,  
 Water Resources Law, 
 Industrial Processing Law, 
 Environmental Law, Healthcare Law etc.

The diverse industries/
clients I dealt with

•		 Mining;
•		 Agriculture;
•		 Hydropower	(Energy	Resources);
•		 Banking;
•		 Major construction and 
	 infrastructure;
•		 Healthcare.

Beyond the 
workplace

The experience is a testament 
to the amazing and unplanned 
places a legal education/
career can take you. At LLC 
I always felt like I was part of  
a family as my relationships 
with my contemporaries grew 
stronger by exploring 
everything the city had to 
offer with them. The cases I 
dealt with inspired me to travel 
to the far north and south of  
Laos to witness first-hand the 
developments that were taking 
place in the country. These 
experiences gave me a deep 
appreciation of  the 
contributions the firm makes 
in the work it does on a day to 
day basis and the projects I 
was fortunate enough to be a 
part of  during my internship.
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